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16 Excalibur, February 1, 1973

^ Convocation hall filled to capacity

John McLaughlin's music was simply amazing
By JOHN OUGHTON McLaughlin’s interest in the 

Last Friday night Convocation philosophy and music is evidently a 
Hall hosted one of the best jazz major source of the record’s beauty, 
concerts Toronto has heard. The Long, complex rhythmic patterns 
Mahavishnu Orchestra com
municated with each other and the 
audience in a way few groups ever 
approach.

which suddenly resolve into soaring 
notes are a Mahavishnu speciality, 
as are the droning, harmonically 

Mahavishnu John rich textures of the guitar, violin and
McLaughlin opened the concert by keyboards together. “Together” in
asking for silence, which he almost the more than superficial sense is
got from the capacity crowd. After really the best word to describe the
that the music was, quite simply, album and its effect. You can’t
amazing. always tell which instrument is

McLaughlin’s brilliant guitar playing what — there’s no over
playing on a combination six and powering ego in it, musically or
twelve string electric guitar is far otherwise. They play life and faith
from being the group’s only and feelings and still maintain a
strength. Jerry Goodman’s unique sense of humour, 
electric violin techniques are only 
equalled in the rock-jazz field by 
Jean-Luc Ponty — he played what 
must be one of the first rock guitar 
solos ever executed on a violin.
Keyboard man Jan Hammer is 
consistently interesting on electric 
piano, and is making increasing use 
of a synthesizer in performance. The 
rhythm section, Billy Cobham on 
drums and Rick Laird on bass,

0 supply more than background beats.
Anyone unfortunate enough to

g miss the concert can approximate
1 the experience by getting the 
g Orchestra’s new album Birds of 
c Fire. The record is quite close in 
° tone and spirit to last year’s The

Inner Mounting Flame.
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:I mm Staff meeting today 
at 1 p.m. New staff 
are very welcome. 

Come to room 111, 
Central Square
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■ ■ 203 Yonge St. I

Uolonial-The Mahavishnu Orchestra led by John 
McLaughlin played to a packed Convocation Hall 
last week. Reviewer Oughton says they played

some of the best jazz Toronto has heard in a long 
time. The music was intricate but it all 
together in a beautiful sound.
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now appearing

W James Cotton 
Blues Band

Good Eats will not 
appear this week 
because 
Stinson's 
backfired 
chomped his copy 
beyond 
recognition.
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~ Now 
Appearing

• Always 
exciting 
enter 

tainment 
■ Biggest 

Club 
Dance 
Floor

LUNCHEONII

aNEWS Ronnie
Hawkins

m ■ '• ™ -•.. ~ ... from under

’ m ■ V ;
*1.00f Unique quick 
seM-service 

•nock bor. .. 
Hot end cold 
•peciolfiesi

inA favorite drop in place for 
celebrity visitors. Gordon 
Lightfoot, Kris Kristofferson, 
Rita Coolidge, Ian and Sylvia,

lii Toronto 
• NoI

etc.
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Marx Bros. Festival
.... ,s

Fri. Feb. 2, 7:30 p.m. Sat. Feb. 3, 7:30 p.m.

I Duck Soup 
Monkey Business 
Coconuts

Animal Crackers 
Horse Feathers 
Duck Soup■j1
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Otven Admission:
$2.25 per night all three films,
$1.50 last two — $1.50 last film.

Room 3154 Medical Science Bldg. U of T.
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1 4rM MELANIE
MONDAY, FEB. 12, 8 P.M

MASSEY HALLTake névfE^ 
nevTnKi

i ; H or Bière

SOI Tickets $3.50. $4 50. $5.50. $6
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Available at: Sam s 
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